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ABSTRACT

These studies in optics relate to a variety of inter-

connected problems in the evaluation and controlled improvement

of the output characteristics of lasers and the design of laser

systems. Four major areas of endeavor are focussed upon in

the sections of this report. Section II is a study of techniques

for assessing laser beam propagation characteristics for both

cw and pulsed lasers using holography in conjunction with inter-

ferometry. Section III concerns itself with some design problems

of efficient solid state laser systems with high average power

and low beam divergence with particular reference to the measure-

ment and correction of optical distortion in solid laser rods.

Section IV has as its objective a means of producing high-speed

continuously scanning laser beams by use of intra-cavity beam

deflection. The final portion is an evaluation of the techniques of

ac interferometry.
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SECTION I

REPORT SUMMARY

The results of research into a number of interrelated

problems in laser beam generation, evaluation, control, and

propagation are the subject of this report. Because of the

breadth of the work considered, the study was divided into

four parts that are clearly related but require different

disciplivrns. Each of these four areas was under the direction

of a separate principal investigator with a responsible in-

vestigator coordinating the related efforts.

Section II is a study of techniques for assessing laser

beam characteristics of both cw and pulsed lasers using holography

in conjunction with interferometry. The local reference beam

holographic methods were established and implemented in a variety

of situations including cw helium-neon laser, pulsed ruby laser,

and pulsed Nd:glass laser. For the Nd:glass lasers, methods

were developed for doing infra-red holography using the new

experimental 4-Z film.

Methods are described for measuring the dynqmic optical

distortion in a laser rod (section III) and for manufacturing

the necessary correction plates to compensate for the measured

distortions. The scaled-up correction plates are made with

JI



ground glass and then appropriately scaled down by immersing

the plate in a liquid whose index nearly matches that of the

correction plate. Scattering losses from these indexed-matched

correction plates are negligible.

Scanning laser systems have an important role to play in a

variety of applications. Thus one portion of the work reported

here (section IV) is concerned with a means of producing a

high-speed continuously scanning laser beam by appropriate use

of an intra-cavity beam deflector that locks a set of transverse

modes of the laset. Transverse mode-locking in a large-bore

argon ion laser was satisfactorily demonstrated. This mode-

locking leads to the production of a scanning beam from the

output of the laser. The resolution of the scanning beam is

limited by the optical quiality of the int-ra-cavity modulators.

The final section of the report is concerned with problems

relating to the peripheral optical elements that may be used

for the propagation of laser beams. The particular problem

attacked is that of the use of ac interferometry for optical

testing. A theoretical analysis of a number of interferometers

which utilize moving fringe patterns has been carried out and

preliminary experimental data generated, particularly for

heterodyne interferometry for vibration analysis and position

sensing.
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SECTION II

STUDY OF TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSING AND IMPROVING

LASER BEAM PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS

Studying Beam Parameters of CW and Pulse Lasers Using

Holography in Conjunction with Interferometry

C. Royhoudhuri and B. J. Thompson

1. INTRODUCTION

In many application3 of laser beam technology

including coherent optical processing, coherent light

ranging, laser beam scanning, etc., a knowledge of the

complex amplitude distribution over the output wavefront

is often essential. In the precision shop techniques

of micro etching and welding, or in initiating controlled

fusion by high energy laser beams, the knowledge of the

spot size and the energy distribution of the focused laser

beam is extremely important, These parameters can be

determined very easily from the knowledge of the near field

complex amplitude distribution if the beam is fully

coherent or in general by knowledge of the mutual coherence

function. For certain optical techniques the information

about the far field distribution may be the more relevant

quantity; this can also be determined from the knowledge

3



of the near field distribution, using the diffraction

integral if the beam is coherent or the mutual intensity

propagation integral if the beam is partially coherent.

The objective of this study is to develop a method by

which the complex amplitude distribution and/or the

mutual intensity function of a laser beam near field can

be determined.

2. POSSIBLE METHODS

In principle the determination of the intensity

distribution across a wavefront is straightforward

since an optical detector responds to the light intensity.

But the problem of recording the phase distribution of an

unknown wavefront is of fundamental nature, especially if

the waveftont is not a very simple one.

One may apply the Fourier transform technique:

tecord the square tnodulu., of the F'ourier transform o.' the

unknown wavefront and then tLhe inverse Fourier transform

may be used to find out a partial knowledge (autocorrelation)

of the original wavefront. The problem of complete phase

retrieval( 1 ) is still there when we only gather a know-

ledge of the modulus of the Fourier transform instead of

tho• complex Fourier transform.

4



Interferometry offers a better method of recording

the complex amplitude, since interference gives rise to

modulation in the resultant intensity. The mudulation

is directly affected by the degree of coherence and the

amplitude of the inLerfering beams. In applying this

technique to study laser beam wavefronts, especially if

they are pulsed, the required reference beam will have to

be generated from the very wa\,efront to be studied.

The simplest application of the interference technique

is to record a shearing interferogram(2) of the wavefront.

But the interpretation of the interferogram may not be

trivial, especially for complicated wavefronts. The

reason is that both of the interfering wavefronts are un-

known. A simple and elegant solution to this problem is

to generate a known local reference beam (L.R.B.) by

splitting off a -)art of the wavefront to be studied and

focusing it onto a small pinhole aperture generating an

approximately spherical wavefront or a plane wavefront

with the help of an auxiliary lens, L, as shown in fig. 1.

For a complete knowledge of the relative phase and

amplitude distribution of a wavefront, we also need to

know the intensity distribution of the two wavefronts.

For pulsed laser systems it may be very difficult to get

*Figures 1-7 represent work reported on earlier5, the essential

features of which are covered here for completeness.

5
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a simultaneous record of the intensity pattern of the

two interfering beams along with the interferogram. An

obvious solution to this problem is to record the wave-

front holographically and to study the reconstructed beam

at leisure using a steady continuous laser for reconstruction.

Here it is worth recognizing that the interferogram of

fig. I is already a hologram but only of limited value since

it is an "on-axis" hologram and in the reconstruction the

desired wavefront will be mixed up with unwanted wavefronts

traveling in the same direction. However using an

off-axis hologram arrangement(3) overcomes the problem.

The basic method described here is the holographic arrange-

ment as shown in fig. 2. If necessary, the "object" beam

could be expanded using a suitable lens system.

There is one important point to be emphasized regarding

the local reference beam method: it is useful to have a

uniform wavefront both in phase and amplitude to insure a

faithful reconstruction. A suitable spatial filter (a

pinhole of suitable size with or without a matching micro-

scope objective) serves this purpose very well generating

an easily reproducible spherical we.vefront.

In this method of determining both the phase and the

amplitude distribution of a pulse multimode laser wavefront

7
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both local reference beam holography and interferometry

are exploited, but in two independent step. The first

step is to record a hologram of the pulse wavefront by

local reference beam holography with an arrangement shown

in simplified form in fig. 2. Then the wavefront is

reconstructed using a continuous TEMo0 mode laser beam;

and the reconstructed wavefront is made to interfere with

a uniform plane wavefront. The coherent plane wavefront

can be easily derived from a part of the same laser beam

used to generate the reconstructiot, wavefront, as shown

in fig. 3. The interferogram gives complete information

about the phase and amplitude distribution of the multimode

laser wavefront. This method offers a powerful flexible

method to study a pulse multimode laser wavefront, since

the pulsed laser wavefront can be regenerated as a

stationary one. Its parameters can be studied by a

variety of methods.

3. EARLY LOCAL REFERENCE BEAM TECHNIQUES

(a) Interferometric Techniques

This local reference beam method is related to a

method first suggested by Korobkin and Leontovich (4) in

8
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early 1963. They studied the degree of spatial coherence

of a ruby laser by recording the interference produced by

light from separate sections of the wavefront. Their

experiments indicated a high degree of spatial coherence

between the different parts of the wavefront, but did not

(and can not) give the structure of the entire phase front.

Bondarenko et al(5) carried out an experiment in late

1963 in which the output of a ruby laser was studied; a

spherical wavefront was generated by scattering a small

central prt of the main beam through a transparent dielectric

nonuniformity which was then made to interfere with remainder

of the beam. Related studies were subsequently carried out

by Davis(6). He used an appropriately coated plano-concave

lens to produce the axially synmetric primary "object"

beam reflected from the plane surface and the spherical local

reference beam reflected from the concave surface.

For more convenient and quantitative mapping of a

complicated phase structure, the reference wnvefront

should preferably be a plane and uniform owu Miyamoto

and Yasuura(7) demonstrated a simplified versioi Df such

an experiment. They measured the phase and amplitud--

distribution of a laser wavefront from a continuous He-N•.

type running in a single transverse and single longi,-id-.nal

10



mode. The reference wave was produced by splitting off

a part of the laser beam; it was then expanded and

collimated by a pair of positive lenses.

None of the above methods produces a local reference

beam that gives rise to a uniform wavefront from a

general wavefront. This severely limits the usefulness

of these methods to study multimode laser beams.

(b) Holographic Techniques

It appears from the patent literature that Cathey( 8 )

was the first to invent the idea of generating a local

reference beam for holography. Instead of using a separate

external reference beam, he passed a part of the object

beam through a lens and pinhole assembly to the hologram.

Since Cathey's idea occurred in the patent literature, it

was not well known to the scientific community.

In early 1967, Rosen and Clark (9) experimented with

holography without any external reference beam; but their

idea was not as versatile as that of Cathey's. Their

object was very close to the hologram plane and interference

between the different parts of the object gave rise to the

hologram; reconstruction of one part of the object was

carried out by illuminating the hologram by the appropriate

11



part of the object beam.

In late 1967, Caulfield et al (10,11) apparently

reinvented Cathey's idea of generating an easily re-

producible local reference beam. Their original goal

was to avoid the problem of path matching between the

object beam from an unknown distance and the external

reference beam in the conventional off-axis holography.

Caulfield (12) then realized that this idea of local re-

ference beam holography can be extended further to make

holograms of any object of any extent and distance, and

suggested the construction of a holographic camera with

a laser as the "flash".

All the above mentioned works are very much confined

to the realm of pictorial holography. As mentioned in the

previous section, the present technique started with the

idea of recording the pulsed laser wavefront by local

reference beam holography and then studying all the beam

parameter3 at leisure by using a continuous TEM00 laser

beam for reconstruction. To test the resolution cap-

abilities both in amplitude and phase of the method, we

ran three sets of experiments with a TEMN0 He-Ne laser

and simulating the nonuniform wavefront by using suitable

masks in the laser beam. Then the method was applied to

12



study TEM0 1 CW He-Ne (.63284m) as also ruby (.69434in)

and Nd-glass (l.064m) pulse laser wavefronts.

Before concluding this section we should mention some

of the publications which have some relationship to our

wok Lre(13) (1 ,15 Ros 6an
work. Lurie Murata et al (14,15) (16)

Aleksoff( 1 7 ' 1 8 ) have done some work on holographic

measurements of coherence.

The first two contribute to the analytic understanding

of the role of degree of coherence in holography and hence

its measurements, and are supported by experimental ill-

ustrations. Only Ross's work directly refers to the

measurement of both temporal and spatial coherence of ruby

pulse lasers; but because the use of ground glass to

produce the 'object beam' completely randomizes the phase

information, only the modulus of the coherence function can

be measured. Aleksoff's work (18) reports displaying the

different transverse modes corresponding to the different

longitundinal modes. But he used only a CW He-Ne laser,

and he also uses phase randomizing ground glass.

13



4. TEST EXPERIMENTS

(a) Local Reference Beam Holography to Reconstruct

Int'nsity Distribution

In this preliminary series of experiments we have

successfully demonstrated that local reference beam

holography can reconstruct quite rapidly spatially in-

tensity distributions. This establishes two fundamental

requirements of any local reference beam for holography.

That there is a reconstruction at all, establishes the

essential requirement that the local reference beam is

satisfactory. The faithfulness in the reconstruction

demonstrates the reproducibility criterion of the local

reference beam. This is an important point since we are

going to make holograms of a pulse laser wavefront with

local reference beam from the same pulse and then recontruct

the wavefront regenerating the reference beam from a

different laser.

Since the test experiment was performed with a continuous

He-Ne laser running in the TEM00 mode. the rapidly varying

(spatially) intensity distribution was simulated by in-

serting known masks in the beam. The experimental arrange-

ment is shown in fig. 4. The He-Ne laser beam is diffracted

by the known mask m, and the diffracted beam is divided into

14
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two parts with the help of the beam splitter BS. The

part which goes straight through is used to generate the

local reference beam with the help of the spatial filter

SP. The reflected part constitutes the simulated rapidly

varying amplitude variation of a "multimode" pulsed laser;

this is our object beam. By choosing different focal

lengths for the lens 'L we can control the frequency of

amplitude variation at the recording plane I and the re-

lation between the mask M and diffracted beam received by

the hologram.

Two sets of records were taken using two different

masks: an amplitude Ronchi ruling and a phase Ronchi

ruling. In each case holograms were recorded under three

different conditions using lenses of appropriate focal

lengths for L (fig. 4) such that the hologram appeared to

be successively in (i) the Fraunhofer plane, (ii) the Fresnel

plane and (iii) the image plane with respect to the diffract-

ing mask M. The reason for recording in three different

hologram planes is to test the precise reproducibility of

the reconstructing local reference beam. For example. it

is established (19) that the quality of the reconstructed

image from an image plane hologram is least sensitive to

deviations in the reconstructing beam from that of the

16



original reference beam; it is a little more sensitive for

a Fresnel plane hologram. The highest sensitivity is for

the Fraunhofer plane hologram. This is because the amplitude

corresponding to the frequency spectrum of an object is

spatially dispersed in a regular fashion over the entire

Fraunhcfer plane; consequently any distortion in any part

of the reconstructing beam would lead to a distortion all

over the object which corresponds to those spatial frequencies

that are modified. Whereas for image plane holograms, a

local distortion in the reconstructing beam will produce,

at best, a corresponding local distortion in the object.

The recorded results shown in figures 5 and 6 are

arranged in an identical sequence; the only difference is

that fig. 5 corresponds to the amplitude Ronchi ruling mask

and fig. 6 corresponds to the phase Ronchi mask. In both

the diagrams the three successive columns correspond to

(i) the Fraunhofer plane, (ii) the Fresnel plane and (iii)

the image plane holographic arrangements as mentioned

earlier. The pictures of the first row are the direct

record of the object beam. The second row corresponds to

the reconstruction by the original local reference beam and

the third row represents records of the reconstruction by

a local reference beam generated from a "different" laser

beam.

17



FRAUNHOFER PLANE FRESNEL PLANE IMAGE PLANE

THE NOISY LASER WAVE FRONT WAS
SIMULATED BY AN AMPLITUDE RONCHI MASK,
FIRST ROW: DIRECT RECORD, SECOND ROW
RECONSTRUCTION WITH THE ORIGINAL LASER,
THIRD ROW: RECONSTRUCTION WITH A
"DIFFERENT" LASER.

Fig. 5
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FRAUNHOFER PLANE FRESNEL PLANE IMAGE PLANE

THE NOISY LASER WAVE FRONT WAS
SIMULATED BY A PHASE RONCHI MASK.
FIRST ROW: DIRECT RECORD, SECOND ROW:
RECONSTRUCTION WITH THE ORIGINAL LASER,
THIRD ROW: RECONSTRUCTION WITH A
"DIFFERENT" LASER.

Fig. 6
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It can be noted, from a careful comparison of the last

two rows of each column of both figures 5 and 6 that the

reconstructions by the original local reference beam and

by a beam generated from a different laser are remarkably

similar. It may also be noted that all three columns show

almost equal faithfulness in reconstruction. Apparently,

the different holograms do not show different resolution

capability. This establishes very strongly that the local

reference beam generated from a different laser very closely

resembles the original local reference beam. It is worth

mentioning that our reconstructed images (2nd and 3rd rows)

show a slight deviation from the directly recorded images

(1st row). The amplitude variation of the "object" beam

was apparently beyond the linear region of "transmittance

vs. exposure" curve for the hologram. This can be taken

care of by choosing a better beam balance ratio.

(b) Local Reference Beam Holography to Reconstruct Phase
Structure and Subsequent Interferometry to Study Phase
and Amplitude of a Wavefront.

As in the previous experiment, the phase and amplitude

variation of the laser wavefront was simulated by inserting

a suitable phase mask in the beam. The experimental arrange-

ment is shown in figure 3. The lens Ll images the phase

mask on to the interferogram plane I where it interferes with

20
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a uniform plane wavefront generated from a part of the

original laser beam with help of the spatial filter SP2

and the collimating lens L2.

The first experiment was done with a Ronchi phasei

mask. Figure 7 shows the interferograms of the phase

wavefront recorded directly and from the holographic re-

constructions with local reference beam generated under

different conditions. Interferogram (7a) was recorded

from the direct object beam and (7b) was recorded from the

reconstructed object beam.

The second experiment was performed with a standard

resolution testing phase bar-target, This mask introduces

changes in amplitude and phase of varying frequency over the

wavefront. The interferograms of the direct and reconstructed

wavefronts are shown in 7(c) and 7 (d) respectively. As in

the previous set of experinicnts the comparison of (b) with

(a) and (d) with (c) of figure 7 establishes the faith-

fulness of the holographic process and the reproducibility

of the local reference beam.. Since high frequency bar

sRts have been reconstructed we can apply the local

reference beam techniques to record even a very noisy laser

wavefront like the "filamentary" output from a pulsed solid

state laser.
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(a) (b)

. ...... . . .. ?', ...i•,. '. 0 'V , .•,,

IIt

(c) (d)

CONSTANT AND VARIABLE FREQUENCY
PHASE RECONSTRUCTION THROUGH LRB
HOLOGRAPHY. VERIFICATION BY INTERFERO-
METRIC FRINGES.

Fig. 7
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Actually, for both of the above experiments, three

different reconstructions were carried out under three

different conditions; first, with the original local

reference beam, the original interferogram; the second

and third reconstructions were carried out with local

reference beam generated from two laser beams of widely

different wavefronts. These were also indistinguishably

similar to the first reconstruction as well as the

original (direct) iriterferogram; this establishes the

repoducibility of the local reference beam.

The analysis of the interferograms of the above

experiments offers the obvious possibility of studying

both phase and amplitude of the reconstructed wavefronts

from the contour and visibility of the fringes since the

reference beam for interferometry is completely known.

5. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO KNOWN LASER WAVEFRONT

(TEMoI CW He-Ne)

While we have established the applicability of the

method with known simulated "multimode" from TEM0 0 He-Ne

beam, we have not, so far, applied it to the study of a

real laser mode where the results are known so that useful
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comparison can be made. Thus the results of recon-

struction of the wavefront from the hologram will

further establish the validity of our method.

In addition, the very idea of applying holography

to study near-infrared Nd-glass laser pulses (l,06ptm)

has some technical problems. One of the inherent

characteristics of the Nd-glass laser is that when it

is pumped strongly (around or above 100J), the spectral

width( 2 0 ) of the output pulse runs from 50 to l00R

( ~ 1000 to around 3000 GHz). Correspondingly, the

coherence length could be a small fraction of a nmm. (The

spectral width could be reduced down to .A•, i.e., around
(21)

30 GClz or coherence length 1icm by introducing a prism2

or: tilted etalon(22,23) inside the laser cavity.) Thus the

path difference between the two interfering beams of' Nd-wass

pulse will have to be kept accurately equal. For this

reason a Mach-Zehnder :[nterferometer was used as shown in

figure 8.

Another problem occurs since there are no commercially

available photographic plates of reasonably low grain size

to do holographic work at :.061.Lm. Eastman Kodak Company

has supplied us with some special experimental films (4-Z)

sensitive to 1.061jm. It has been claimed to have a spatial
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resolution capability of a few hundred lines/mm which

is nearly an order of magnitude higher than l-Z emulsion.

Even then the angle between the interfering beams could

not be more than 150 ( 400J/mO "--'he set-up (fig. 8) of

the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is ideal for use with

these new films. But at low carrier fringe frequency,

the very success of holography might become questionable

if the frequency of the information is only an order of

magnitude lower than the carrier. With this important

point in mind, we have carried out some experiments to

study some TEM modes from a He-Ne laser of beam dia-

meter less than a mm with the local reference beam holo-

graphic method.

The He-Ne laser used was of hemispherical cavity

(30cm) and the bore of the discharge tube was just large

enough to allow the laser to run at some low order trans-

verse mode. To keep the experiment simple, we chose to

record a TEM 01 mcde under two sligbtly different cir-

cumstances. First, it was adjusted to run at a pure TEM01

mode as is verified by the oscilloscope trace of the long-

itudinal modes (fig 9a), the intensity pattern (9b), and

the interferogram (9c). Secondly, it was made to run

dominantly at TEM0 1 but with some undetermined "impurity"
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(a)

(b) (c)

PURE TEMo, MODE FROM A He-Ne LASER

(a) THE LONGITUDINAL MODES AS RECORDED THROUGH
A SCANNING FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER OF
FREE SPECTRAL RANGE ',1.54 GHz.
INTERMODE SPACING :Az LASER ^j.5 GHz.

(b) THE INTENSITY PATTERN.

(c) THE INTERFEROGRAM. 180 0 PHASE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THE TWO "LOBES" IS SELF-EVIDENT.

Fig.9
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"IMPURE" TEM 01 MODE FROM He-Ne LASER

(d LONGITUDINAL MODES;
(e) INTENSITY PATTERN;
(f) INTERFEROGRAM,

Fig.9 (Continued)
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which is demonstrated in the records of the spectrum (9d),

the intensity distribution (9e), and the interferogram (9f).

We recorded these two pure and impure TEM01 modes

holographically on Agfa 1011/5 plates at low carrier fringe

frequency of about 400 lines/mm. The results of re-

construction through a separate Mach-Z7ehnder inter-

ferometer (fig. 10) are shown in fig. ii. Fig. Ila is

the magnified hologram of pure 'I',M 01 and lib, lic correspond

to the reconstructed intensity and complex amplitude

distribution respectively. Fig. lid is tChe hologram of

tho imptire TEM01 mode and the results of reconstruction

arc shown in lie (intensity dist'eibution) and llf

(complex amplitude distribution). The comparison of

these pictures with the corresponding ones in fig. 9

establishes the local reoerence beaw holographic method

for relatively low frequency carrier fringes.

This modified experim,2ntal method should be well suited

to study Nd-glass laser pulses, since it accommodates the

restrictions imposed by this laser (very short coherence

length) and by the new Kodak films sensitive to 1.061i

radLation (low spatial resolution capability).
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(d)

(e) (f)

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE "IMPURE" TEMoI
LASER WAVEFRONT FROM THE LRB-HOLOGRAM
RECORD AND ITS INTERFEROGRAM.

(d) HOLOGRAM ; (e) INTENSITY PATTERN;

(f) INTERFEROGR/ I

Fig.11 (Continued)
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6. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO RUBY PULSE LASER

In this section experiments with a multi-mode pulse

laser wavefront generated by a conventional ruby laser are

reported. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.

12. The continuous He-Ne laser serves two purposes.

First, in conjunction with mirror, M5 and beam splitter,

BS3, it is used to align the ruby laser cavity, The

second purpos6 is to reconstruct the pulsed laser wavefront

in continuous mode from the recorded hologram and study

it interferometricalLy with the help of mirrors M5, M6

and the section following Ml and SP2; the hologram being

recorded, without L'ther BS3 or M6 in position, in the

section following BS2 and BS1.

The cavity(24) for the ruby loser was formed by a1

roof prism (with the face at Brewster angle) in one end

and in the other a partially transmitting resonating

reflector (the output end). This gives a polarized output

of reasonably narrow bandwidth radiation suitable for

regular holographic work.

In this illustrative experiment, the ruby laser cavity

was kept purposefully "misaligned" to give some higher order

transverse modes. The intensity pattern of fig. 13 is a

record of such a transverse mode reconstructed with the
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(a)

(b)

INTENSITY PATTERN OF A RUBY LASER PULSE
RECONSTRUCTED FROM A L R B HOLOGRAPHIC
RECORD. TWO DIFFERENT EXPOSURES OF THE
SAME WAVEFRONT.

Fig. 13
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Be-Ne laser from a hologram record of the ruby pulse.

Figures 14 and 15 show some of the interferograms of this

wavefront with a large radius (50 cm) spherical wavefront

generated by SP2 (fig. 12). Fig. 14 shows two sets of

"horizontal" •'ringes. Because of the introduced tilt, the

fringes are slightly curved upward in (a) and downward in

(b). In fig. L4 there are distinct jumps in the fringe

contour .(phase contour) as one goes from one lobe to an-

other which is rthe established characteristics of a laser

mode. The "vertLcal" fringes of fig. 15 further establishes

the fact that each lobe corresponds to "roughly" one and

the same phase. But, still, it is very difficult to assign

any particular mode numbers to it. Besides, the "diffraction

fringes" in the intensity pattern (fig. 13) makes it more

difficult to explain. It appears that the emission was a

mixture of some "filamentary" modes and some higher order

Hermite-Gaussian modes; and the different tratisverse mdes

could belong to different longitudinal modes. In case the

experimenter is specifically interested in identifying the

differeat transverse modes corresponding to different

longitudinal modes, he should use Aleksoff's method( 1 8 ) of

putting a high resolution spherical Fabry-Perot (FPS) etalon

in one beam and a diffuser in the other beam, where
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(a)

(b)

"HORIZONTAL" FRINGES. INTERFEROGRAMS OF
THE PULSE -LASER-WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTED
IN CONTINUOUS MODE. THE CENTER OF CURVATURE
OF THE FRINGES IS ABOVE THE CENTER OF THE
PICTURE IN (a) AND BELOW IN (b).

Fig. 14
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(a)

i (b)

"VERTICAL"FRINGES. !NTERFEROGRAMS OF THE
PULSE-LASER-WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTED IN
CONTINUOUS MODE. THE CENTER OF CURVATURE
OF THE FRINGES IS TO THE LEFT OF THE CENTER
OF THE PICTURE IN (a) AND TO RIGHT IN (b)

Fig. 15
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the reference beam consists of spatially separated

longitudinal modes through FPS and the object is the

diffuser illuminated by an unperturbed part of the

laser pulse.

"7. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO Nd-cLASS LASER

In this section we report the results of application

of the local reference beam holography method to the

study of a Nd-glass pulsed laser wavefront. It has been

mentioned in section 5 that this laser poses two problems

for holography: (a) Kodak 4-Z film (still in experimental

stage) which is sensitive to 1.061t.m radiation, has a

resolution capability of less than two hundred lines

per imm. (b) The Nd-glass laser pulse has a very short

temporal coherence length (o few nmm) even with a resonating

output mirror (top left part of 11ig. 16). Both these

problems can be handled by a Mach-Zehnder interferomater

type holographic arrangement (right hand portion of fig. 16).

It can be seen in fig. 16 that the laser rod is

like a thick plano-convex lens and the totally reflecting

mirror is a 'matching' convex mirror. The output 'mirror'

is a tilted etalon (22,23) which is capable of forcing

the cavity to lase in a spectral bandwidth narrow enough
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for holographic work. This arrangement with an appro-

priate aperture inside the cavity is capable of giving

a TEM00 mode output of large beam diameter ('v3mm).

The CW He-Ne laser is used for aligning the laser

cavity.

Initially the holographic fringe frequency was

set for about 400 lines/mm as it was the initial claim

on 4-Z film. Because of consistent failure to record

any hologram, a shearing interferogram of fringe

frequency of about one line per millimeter was first

recorded on l-Z film (Fig. 17b; Fig. 17a shows the

intensity record). The shearing interference was produced

by the two beams reflected from the front and back surfaces

of about half a millimeter thick microscope cover-

glass. The shearing interferogram demonstrates that the

radiation had at least several mm temporal coherence. So,

the only reason for the failure of recording a hologram

must have been due to having a fringe frequency of the

order of or higher than the frequency response of the

film.

Then the angle of interference of the hologram beams

was reduced so as to have fringe frequency around 100

lines/mm and a successful hologram was reuorded (fig.

17c). The reconstruction was carried out with a TEM0 0
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(a) (b)

(d) (e)

STUDYING Nd-GLASS PULSE LASER WAVE
FRONT BY LRB-HOLOGRAPHY USING 4Z FILM.

(a) DIRECT INTENSITY PATTERN (b) SHEARING INTER-
FEROGRAM,(c ) HOLOGRAM (,'IOO L/MM) (d) RECON-
STRUCTED INTENSITY PATTERN,(e) INTEFEROGRAM
OF THE RECONSTRUCTED WAVEFRONT

FOR.F 17 42



lie-Ne laser. The arrangement has been discussed in

Sec. 5 (fig. 10). The reconstructed intensity pattern

is shown in fig. 17d which is remarkably similar to

the direct record (a). The interferogram formed with

the reconstructed beam is shown in (e). Comparison of

(b) rd (e) demonstrates that both the direct and the

reconstructed wavefront have uniform phase. But, the

shape of the intensity pattern, slightly triangular

(a and d) restrains one from concluding that the pulse

was a TEN 00 one. It is likely that the laser cavity was

producing a 1[IMo0 wavefront of beam diameter larger than

the aperture set inside the cavity (fig. 16) and that

the slight deviation of this aperture from perfect circular

shape gave rise to the slightly triangular amplitude

distribution with uniform phase.

Thus we can claim to have established our essential

objective that even Nd-glass infrared laser wavefront

-in be studied by our method. At this poLnt we may

mention that, as far as literature is concerned, this

is the first successful record of an infrared hologram

on conventional photographic film sensitized to infrared

radiat ion.
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8. CONCLUSION

The main purpose :f this work was to develop and

establish a local reference beam holographic technique

in conjunction with interferometry to study beam para-

meters of any laser wavefront (CW or pulsed). The

complete information about any wavefront is known when

its mutual intensity function is determined; and a hologram

records this complete information. Then, following the

role of coherence function in the visibility of interference

fringes and its corresponding effect in holographic re-

construction, it is easy to see that the brightness in

the holographically reconstructed image is proportional to

the square modulus of the mutual coherence function between

the object point and the reference wave point. So, with

a knowledge of the reference wavefront, the modulus of the

mutual coherence function can be mapped out from the

photometric measurement of the intensity in the reconstructed

image. The phase of the mutual coherence function can be

unambiguously measured by our interferometric technique

after holographic reconstruction.
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SECTION III

THE DESIGN OF EFFICIENT SOLID STATE LASER SYSTEMS WITH

HIGH AVERAGE POWER AND LOW BEAM DIVERGENCE

The Measurement and Correction of Optical

Distortion in Solid Laser Rods

by M. Hercher

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most desirable characteristics of a laser

is its capability to emit a beam whose angular divergence

is limited only by diffraction. In order to realize this

low beam divergence in practice, however, the laser re-

sonator must be properly designed and Lhe components of

the laser must be of high optical quality. More specific-

lly, a wavefront making a single traverse of the laser

resonator should be distorted from a perfect plane or

spherical wavefront by no more than a small fraction of a

wavelength. In the case of solid lasers (either crystal

or glass) this condition is often difficult to satisfy.

To start with, most laser rods, particularly those whose

length exceeds a few centimeters, are found to be optically

imperfect even when their ends are polished plane and
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parallel. Refined crystal growth and glass fabrication

techniques have gone far to minimize this problem, but

it still exists. In high quality solid laser materials

typical passive optical distortions are on the order of

one or two waves per centimeter of aperture for every

ten or twenty centimeters of length. More difficult than

these passive aberrations, however, are those distortions

which are due to thermal effects during the operation of

the laser. If a laser rod is optically pumped more or

less uniformly across its cross-section, then it will be

heated more or less uniformly. But if, as is typically

the case, it is cooled by a fluid flow across its cylinder

surface, then it will certainly be cooled nonuniformly.

Any resultant thermal gradients within the laser rod will

cause a corresponding optical distortion. These thermal

distortions are of two types: those due to thermal expansion,

and those due to a thermal variation in the refractive index

of the laser material. In some instances these two effects

have been used to balance one another, but in most cases

this is not a viable approach.

The problem with which we are concerned in this section

is this: given a laser rod which at the instant of laser

emission has a reproducible optical distortion, how do we
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(a) measure this distortion and (b) compensate for it.

We will not be concerned with the question of avoiding

these types of distortion either in the fabrication of

materials or in the design of laser systems, although

it is clear that significant improvements can be made

in these areas.

In the following paragraphs we will describe a variety

of techniques for accurately measuring the optical distortion

in a laser rod at the instant of lasing, and we will describe

some methods for using this data to correct for these

distortions.

2. MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL DISTORTION IN LASER RODS

It is fairly easy to measure the angular divergence

of a laser beam, and with a little more trouble one can

determine the radius of curvature of the sphere which most

nearly matches the wavefront emitted by the laser. Un-

fortunately, this falls far short of the quantitative

assessment of the laser beam which is required in order to

make a correction plate for the laser. (A correction plate

is a passive element which, placed inside the laser resonator,

converts the distorted wavefront to a plane or spherical

wavefront.) The adequate measurement of the distorted
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wavefront must include both phase and amplitude in-

formation. The phase information is more important

since when the phase distortion is corrected, the

amplitude distribution will generally become uniform.

In order to record the required phase information we

must obtain an interferometric record of the wavefront.

This can be in the form of a conventional interferogram,

or it can be a hologram.

There are two somewhat different approaches that we

can take in measuring the distortion of a laser rod. We

can either directly record the wavefront emitted by the

laser., or we can use the light from another laser --

preferably one emitting a plane wavefront -- to assess

the interferometric quality of the laser rod under the

conditions in which it is to be used. The first method

has the advantage of directness, i.e. one obtains precisely

the information that is desired, but this method is often

inconvenient. For example, if the laser being tested has

a broad spectral bandwidth then it may be very difficult

to adequately equalize optical paths in the interferometer

in order to obtain an interferogram of high visibility.

The second method is less direct and may not precisely

reproduce the operating conditions of the laser, but it
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is often far more convenient.

Following are descriptions of a number of different

techniques for obtaining interferometric measurements

of distorted wavefronts from lasers. Each description

is accompanied by an assessment of that particular method,

and, in some instances, an example of a situation where

it might prove particularly useful.

Mach-Zelindcr Interferometer

The two versions of this interferometer which we

have considered are shown in figs.18 and 19. In the first

case, shown in fig. 1, the laser rod under test is placed

in one arm of the interferometer and a collimated beam

from a gas laser is used as the light source. The camera

is focused on the laser rod and the resultant interferogram

is, in effect, a contour map of the aberraLed wavefront

which has made a single pass through the laser rod. We

have used this arrangement extensively in measuring the

thermal distortions in flashlamp-pumped ruby laser rods.

A typical interferogram is shown in fig.20, which is one

frame from a 64 fps camera and was exposed approximately

I msec after the flashlamp was fired. We have also used

this arrangement with a Q-switched ruby laser as a light
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Figure 8.Mach-Zehnder interferometer arrangement for
testing laser rods.

PIL-TE•

F'icure 19. Mach-Zehnder interferometer arrangemen~t for measuring
distortion in laser way~fronts.
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source -- synchronizing the Q-switched laser pulse with

the firing of the flashlamp so as to obtain an inter-

ferogram at the instant during the flashlamp pump pulse

at which the laser rod under test was to be operated.

In the latter mode of operation, a helium-neon laser was

used for aligning the interferometer and equalizing the

optical path lengths in the two arms.

In the mode of operation shown in fig.19, it is not

the laser rod which is examined interferometrically, but

rather the wavefront which has emerged from the laser rod(s).

As mentioned earlier, this method of assessment has the

advantage of directly measuring the wavefront which is

to be corrected. Also, this method is more suitable for

measuring the wavefront distortion due to a number of laser

rods in series. As shown in fig.19 , the distorted wavefront

passes through one arm of the interferometer. while a

spatial filter is located in the other arm of the interferometer.

This spatial filter is used to derive a diffraction-limited,

uuidistorted plane wave from the aberrated incident wave.

The more badly distorted the incident wave, the smaller

the amount of energy in the spatially filtered wave. As

a result, there is generally some difficulty in equalizing

the energies in the two interfering wavefronts so as to
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assure good contrast in the interferogram. One might

expect that for 6 badly distorted wavefront, there might

be a variation in wrveiength across the beam: this would,

of course, make it impossible to record interference fringes

in the manner described above. ro d'¢tO we have not en-

countered this problem even though we have made measurements

of laser rods so badly distorted that they tended to

oscillate in filaments. The in-line hologram technique

described below appears to be a far more convenient method

for making the types of measurement described in this

paragraph, and will be tested in the near future.

It should be noted that a Twyinan-Green interferomater

(fig.21) can be used in place of a Mach-Zehnder inter-

ferometer: since it is a double-pass intur fte'ometer, it:

is twice as sensitive as a Mach-Zehnder interferomoter,

but does not readily lend itself to the insertion of a

spatial filter in one arm.

HolographicWave front Recorain:

Holographic techniques for recordi:ng ilser wavefronts

offer the significant advantage that they allow the dis-

torted wavefront to be faithfully reproduced, so that

interferometric assessment can be carried out afterwards
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Fiqure 21. 'Nyman-Green interferometer arrangement for
testinqlg aier rude.

~E1w3 P4iA L

Figure 22. Method for obtaining hologratphic records of
distorted wavefronte from lasers. Polarization
of the laser beam should be perpendicular to the
plane of the figure.
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by a wide variety of techniques. The hologram itself,

however, is an interferogram and requires careful

equalization of optical paths, polarization orientation,

high resolution film, etc. The basic optical arrangement

is shown in fig. 22 (which closely resembles fig.19). A

major problem in using this technique is that the optical

path lengths for the object and reference beams must be

equal to within a single coherence length of the laser

being tested. The coherence length is related to the

spectral bandwidth of the laser by

L 2
L c= -A /A-A,

c

where ;\- is the spectral bandwidth. For a ruby laser this

may be as small as 5mm, and for an Nd44+: glass laser it

is likely to be less than I mm. When the angle between

the object and reference beams is appreciable, path

equalization requires elaborate optical compensation and

the use of this technique becomes questionable, particularly

in view of the alternative techniques which can provide

comparable data. (The elaborate path equalization techniques

were developed in conjunction with the use of a Q-switched

ruby laser for short exposure holography of non-luminous

objects.) In the case of lasers operating at 1.06 microns,

the very high resolution photographic materials generally
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used for holography are not yot available.

After a hologram is obtained it can be bleached

(which effectively increases the exposure latitude of

the film at the expense of an increase in background

noise) and "played back" by illuminating it with a beam

(derived from a cw gas laser) whose orientation relative

to the plate matches that of the reference beam during

exposure. The reconstructed wavefront can then be assessed

interferometrically (e.g., using the arrangement of fig.19)

and, if desired, the effect of a correction plate can be

directly observed.

In-Line Hologram

This technique, which we have only recently developed,

is actually an interferometric as much as a holographic

technique. That is to say, the resultant photograph can

be either interpreted directly in terms t,ý the wavefront

distortions in the laser beam, or it can be used to holo-

graphically reconstruct the distorted laser beam. The

optical system is simple, can tolerate reasonably large

laser spectral bandwidths, and is well suited for on-line

use in an operating laser system.

The optical arrangement for this system is shown in
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fig.23: the distorted beam passes through o beam-splitter

which, in practice, might only transmit a few percent of

the incident energy. The "reference" beam is derived

from a small portion of the incident wave and diverges

to match the diameter of the object beam, at a distance

L, either by diffraction or by the action of a small

negative lens. The diameter, d, of the aperture used

to select out a portion of the incident wave for use as

a reference beam should match the maximum area in the

incident beam over which the wavefront is essentially

constant in phase. If necessary, this aperture may be

small enough to guarantee a diffraction-limited spherical

wave (i.e. d--L:'/4D), but this leads either to a very

small amount of light in the reference beam, or else a

large value for L. The maximum path difference between

the reference beam and the object beam is approximately

D 2/8L: this leads to the following inequality for L in

order to ensure fringes of good contrast when the laser

has a spectral bandwidth wN:

D2
D 2.' /
8 -. \ 2

In the case of a beam from a Nd +++:.glass laser with

a beam diameter of 5cm and a 20R bandwidth at a wavelength
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of 1.06 microns, L would have to be greater than about

60 cm, which is certainly no problem. If we chose to

be conservative in this case and worked with a 200 cm

separation between the beam-splitter plate and the film,

then the interferogram-hologram would have a total of

approximately 150 roughly circular fringes. The precise

shape of these fringes would contain the information from

which the wavefront aberration could be calculated. Al-

ternately, the developed photograph could be set back in

place and illuminated by a point source (derived from a

gas laser) located at the small aperture in the beamsplitter.

(If a negative lens had been used to obtain the reference

beam, the point source would be on the other side of the

beamsplitter at a distance equal to the focal length of

the negative lens.) This point source would, of course,

appear in the center of the holographic reconstruction of

the distorted wavefront -- but could easily be blocked out

if desired. We are enthusiastic about this method of test-

ing and are currently planning to use it in testing and

ultimately correcting a number of large glass amplifier

rods for use in the Laser Energetics Laboratory at the

University of Rochester. The advantages of-this technique

over the earlier techniques which have been used are:
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1. It offers the optiop of either holographic re-

construction or direct measurement from the inter-

ferogram.

2. It is cheap and simple and does not require elaborate

optics or high resolution film.

3. It can easily be used on-line since it samples only

a percent or so of the light and reflects the

remainder from a plane mirror.

4. It allows measurements of laser beams with large

spectral bandwidths.

3. CORRECTION OF OPTICAL DISTORTION IN LASER RODS

Introduction

The earliest attempts to optically correct laser rods

at The Institute of Optics were made in 1962. The laser

rods in question were 7.5cm long by 0.62cm diameter ruby

rods whose mirrors were to be coated onto the ends of the

rods. Prior to coating, the laser rods could be inter-

ferometrically assessed by illuminating the laser rod with

a collimated beam from a HeNe laser and looking at the

interference between the light reflected from the two ends

of the rod -- being sure to illuminate the rod with the

same linear polari:ation which it would emit as a laser.
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Optical correction was accomplished by hand figuring

of one of the ends of the laser rod; i.e. one end of

the laser rod was polished by hand, using a Q-tip and

diamond paste, until the desired degree of correction

was attained -- with continuous interferometric monitor-

ing. This process was extremely tedious, but was cap-

able of excellent results -- particularly when the

initial distortions were relatively smooth. The corrected

laser rods had dramatically improved beam divergences, and

spectra with well-defined axial modes. This method was

used for correcting passive distortions (i.e. distortions

existing in the unpumped laser rod), and would have been

far more difficult to execute in correcting active dis-

tortions. Our present point of view is that this method

has an air of desperation about it, and that by using the

techniques described below comparable results can be

achieved on a production scale and without the requirement

for patient, highly skilled optical technicians.

Production of Scaled Correction Plates

We will define a correction plate as an optical

component which is polished or otherwise fabricated so

as to convert an incident wave with phase distortions
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into a transmitted plane wave. In the correction procedure

described in the previous paragraph, the correction plate

was the laser rod itself. One end of the laser rod was

figured by polishing so that its contour matched that of

the incident-distorted wavefront. In this instance the

correction plate had a I to 1 scale factor: that is to

say, the figured correction surface had a contour just

equal to the inverse of that of the distorted wavefront.

In the technique which we will describe the surface contour

of the correction plate will be scaled up to proportions

more manageable by machine operation, and the surface of

the correction plate will have a fine grind rather than a

polish. The objective of these modifications is to replace

the hand-figuring of correction plates by a tape-controlled

machine operation.

Let us assume that the distorted wavefront to be corrected

has been recorded in the form of an interferogram in which

the fringes are contours of the distorted wavefront, having

an interval of one wavelength. The desired correction plate

is simply an optical element whose optical thickness con-

tour map is the inverse of that of the distorted wavefront.

That is to say, the contour map of the optical thickness of

the correction plate would appear identical to the interferogram
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of the distorted wavefront, except that peaks and

valleys would be interchanged. Typical laser wavefront

distortions are in the range of 10 to 100 wavelengths:

the direct machining of a glass surface to achieve a

polished surface contour on this scale is not feasible

with presently available technology. If the scale of

the desired correction could be increased, say by a

factor of 100, and if the requirement for a polished sur-

face could be relaxed, then the operation could be carried

out by a tape-controlled milling machine.

The basic idea which we have proposed is to manu-

facture a scaled-up correction plate, as illustrated in

fig. 24, and then to scale it back down again for use by

immersion in a liquid whose refractive index very nearly

matches that of the plate. The scaling factor, M, can

easily be shown to be given by:

M = 1-1 1M--
An

where n is the refractive index of the glass correction

plate, and An is the index difference between the correction

plate and the immersion liquid. By scaling in this manner

not only does mechanical fabrication become feasible, but

the need to polish the surface of the correction plate is

also removed. The intensity reflection coefficient at the
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Figure 24. Illustration of a scaled-up correction plate.

TRA j 4 UC-56V%,' No tj

Figure 25. Machining of a scaled-up correction plate, using
a spherical-tipped tool with bonded diamond grit.
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glass-liquid interface is given by:

R = (An) 2

4n 2

Thus if we are willing to tolerate a 1% reflection

loss at the interface between the glass and liquid (which

is reasonable for solid state laser systems) we should use

an index mismatch no greater than approximately G.3. This

value is in fact far greater than any we would contemplate

using in practice, so that the reflection loss at the inter-

face can be neglected. The next question we should consider

is the surface smoothness of the effective correction plate.

An optical surface is generally considered to be smooth,

or optically "polished", when its RMS surface roughness is

less than an eighth of a wavelength. Thus, if we designate

the RMS surface roughness by d, and take into account the

fact that the index immersion reduces the effective surface

roughness by the scale factor M, we see that the following

equation must be obeyed if the effective surface of the

corrector plate is to be optically smooth:

8An 8

To get an idea of what this means, consider an exarple

in which the wavelength is 600OR and the scale factor is

100: in this case the RMS surface r)ughness should be less
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than 7.1 microns, which could be attained by figuring

with a diamond tool. The type of tape-controlled

milling machine which we are going to use in making

these scaled-tip correction plates operates in a step-

and-repeat mode. That is to say, the X and Y coordinates

are set and then the tool comes down to a predetermined

Z coordinate: the tool then goes up and a new XY coordinate

is set whereupon the tool comes down to a new Z coordinate

and so on. For the final operation we are planning to

use a I millimeter diameter diamond tool with bonded 400

mesh diamond grit (a 400 mesh corresponds to a 10 micron

particle size, which gives RMS surface finish of approxi-

mately 5 microns).

In a step-and-repeat operation of this sort, a small

cusp of material is left between adjacent steps, as shown

in fig.25. The height of this cusp should be made compar-

able to the RMS surface roughness: for a spherical diamond

tool with a 1 millimeter diameter, the cusp height is re-

duced to seven microns when the sideways steps are approxi-

mately 170 microns. Taking steps of this size, approxi-

mately 3600 step-and-repeat operations would be required

for each square centimeter of corrector plate surface.

This would be tedious to do by hand but would present no
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problems for a tape-cotitrolled milling machine. To

eliminate the interference pattern due to the regularity

of the machining operation, it would probably be desirable

to work the finished surface of the corrector plate w!ih'

a loose slurry of 5 micron abrasive. The final machline

operation described above would probably be preceded by k

similar machine operation using a larger radius tool atnd

a coarser diamond grit, but using the same control tapt.

Let us consider how a correction plate would he

manufactured in a specific instance. We will assuzme that

the distorted wavefront to be corrected has bean denrLbI

in the form of an intrferugram In wh thc¢ fringe speicng

corresponds to one wavelength contours. 'We will also

assume the following, that the transverse seotion of tho

distorted wavefront is a square 2 centimeters on a sido.

the laser wavelength is U.7 microns, and in scannling, a

cross-interferogram in a straight line one encounttrs i1c

more than 40 fringes. We will. proceed by making a teLnLaLivo

selection for the final gvinding tool: let's say this ts

Co be a 1 millimeter diameter tool with the 4-09 mosh di',,,d

grit which we used in cn carlier example, If, as 1i th,

earlier eizample, we take steps of 170 microns b1W')twvv, mnchlli

ing operations, the RMS suirface roughness (UQe both Lo th e
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selection of diamond grit size and the residual cusps

on the surface) will, be approximately 7 microns. We

should now choose a scale factor such that this residual.

surface roughness can be reduced to less than an vighth

of a wavelength, so that any scattering at the liquid-

glass interface will be negligible. A reasonable scale

fa,ý,tor would thus he 100. lf the refractive index of

the glass corrector plate is approximately 1,46, this

scale factor canl he attained within an indox difference

of appLoximately 0.005. This reractLive index diIr,'erence

is certainly small enough so that 1veflcction at Lho glass-

1iqukid ,fnturw Iace can he neoglec ted . Now Ohat we know what

the scale l'acLor must be, we can Lstiimiteu what the generaI

contoul'r of the grounid corrveto; p ' te wIll, be, A l.-to-l.

c oro ct or liat, iwide ( )I- lifs hod glI.ass woulI.d oe part 1Eromt

ai p LAne sur Eiacc by about 60 microns, cor. tCi)o1)dilig to

tLh 4(0 w1vt, vit'1gth d.1svtoriton (C tLhe wav'e Iront.I WLth a1

,.c II OC 10t r (i. O , the 81-o,11d g I 1iSN u CH eooi(C (4 h11 Inlde

mat-ched corecto1r p iatu woL .Id d('pIirt It.•Ioiu11 1 )[1an1 b1 y about

0 ill. I I[mntLrs. Not h thift thL' largo ct, al.t., lctor Is necosaty

pr i-aii ty So t ha t the itid' 8misma ich cani be 81110l I.nouigh

t: l0'Idllor U. f' ci' sur' scaLtIrinllg u•ii gihl.o., As monl: oned

e1,1 I If'r, Ilie' itfl i Md~lIlli g ILll ll, 111LdU ilig i tooL001
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1 millimeter in diameter with 400 mesh diamond, would

be preceded by a machining run with a somewhat larger

diamond tool having a coarser diamond grit.

The refractive index of 1.46 selected for the corrector

plate (corresponding to fused quartz) was chosen because

of the ready availability of index-matching liquids in the

vicinity of this refractive index. In particular DMSO

(dimethyl sulfoxide) has a refractive index of 1.46 at 20

degrees Centigrade mnd a dii/dt of 4.27 x i0" 4 /°C. rhus

index-matching using quartz and I)MSO can be achieved over

a small range simpl.y by varying the teamperature of the

D)SlO. (One mut ., off course, also take into account the

thermal. variation of the refrtwive Index for CjuarLVz)

[)NSO hNIs the audd'd advalntage that: it: is highl.y tralnsparent

at 1.,06 microns , the wave length of' LasdyIIL.uI-dopeC iasers,

fn order to ohtaii thIC 1ipprOXIIM EI i'htr.y 1,5.(O00 in1fl5 tUc ionls

for tie tnl.-cont:r() l led III. II olng opeHit Ion , th 1.e 1tn orui•t't. (InI

-ont1Lll110d ill the 11terleOgr•,lII o1! tthe d1st4,.'VtLd wave Lt'VOt

lUuLH t hb! d.igit I zed , We pP lan COL L1.0 1. Il.,. iCt - Packard MOILde I

9810 eah UILt oLar 1.11 C on,) neci11 wiLth a m11)deL1. 9864 ginaphi laIt

(igi ,l vier t:o 11ccompllI.Hhi t:hi.s opi'ititt 1, 'lih nr' Il l-0, Iiudlny

ways that th-111 equipmVnt ,'an "1 e used tO pro)vO I I, tihe et! I led

I l1r)Ii1Imtt Ioll, &liMd WC, WI l. 1 d•,Sckl' h t, .H11st ole such way,
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Since a scan in either direction across the inter-

ferogram (see fig.26) is likely to encounter about 40

fringes, it would seem reasonable to perform an initial

digitization by making 40 scans across the interferogram,

say in the x-direction, and noting the location of the

fringes crossed in each scan. This initial data, which

would be obtained by a manual scan of the interferogram,

would then be used as the computer input in calculating

a least-squares mapping of the entire 2 centimeter by 2

centimeter area. This two-dimensional least-squares fit

to the initial data would then be used to generate the

approximately 15,000 z-coordinat-es for each point at

which a machining operation is to be performed, Recall

that these machining operations are to take place with

170 micron transverse spacings. The 15.000 sets of

coordinates will. then be coded onto paper or magnitioe tape

for use in controlling a mii. ling machine, lappi ly , Ls

mentioned before, this same set ot instrucLtions can be used

for thit. iiiitial machining operat ion to be cavried out withi

a larger diametr. tool and a coariter gr it.

Al.though w'! have tiot yet carried out the coimlp L-Le

procedure atN de• ct tubd ibOVe, wo Wltave ino doubt whi-tsotvr

chalilt It. will. work and Lhilt it w LIt take. far fewer Inmlli houL
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than hand-figuring. By index-matching ground glass having

a spherical figure, we have already confirmed the validity

of the assumptions which we have made regarding reflection

and scattering at the glass-liquid interface. Once the

programs for computing the least squares fit and for

generating the machine-control tapes have been written, the

only labor involved in making a new correction plate will

be that required to make the manual scan of the inter-

ferogram and to set up the milling machine. The whole

operation, starting with an unknown laser rod and ending

with a finished corrector plate, should take no longor

than a day or two.

4. SUMMARY

We have described what we believe to be n v Lablt

technique for (a) measurinig the dynamic optical distortion

in a laser rod, nnd (b) maniufacturing a correct ion plate

to compensate for this distortion, 'In our earlier work

in this area we were able to demo',strate that a given

laser rod and flash].amp-pumping configuration yie lded dis-

#:orted wavuilront:s which were reprodutcibl as the operating

condMIti.ons wore kept constart*, hn particular, if the lastvr

syst4Lvm Is operatod at an apipreclab)Lv rept ition rate, the
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optical distortion of the laser wavefront is a sensitive

function of the rep rate. We plan to put this measurement

and correction scheme to use in the immediate future to

correct large neodymium:glass laser rods which are being

used as intermediate amplifiers in the laser fusion

project currently being carried out at the University

of Rochester's Laboratory for Laser Energetics.
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SECTION IV . . . . ..... ....

A STUDY OF LASER BEAM-STEERING TECHNIQUES LEADING TO

BEAM-STEERING DEVICES IN THE MULTI-MHz RANGE

J. M. Forsyth

I. INTRODUCTION

The principal objective of this research was to

study a means for producing a high-speed, continuously

scanning laser beam by appropriate use of an Intra-

cavity beam deflector to lock a set of tranverse modes

of the laser. The study was conducted primarily on an

experimental basis since a simple theoretical model of

the system had been given previously.(1) In this modeL,

if a set of one-dimensional hermite-gaussian field dis-

tributioins having the same longitudinal order number is

locked in phase with a Poisson amplitude distribution,

then a gauss ian spot is formed in the output plane of the

taser which trans1ates with one-dimensional simpl .e harmonic

motion, 'The frequency of the spot mot ion 1I ' tuial. to the

flVeqVCuency NpLlrJlt :1 on of adj acunt-ordvr .'.nilvn•vo•e•-odt

r, ONOICL'om of tho, ca'vity. 'Tho dimensionN of the spot atre

IWlontival to tliosu of: the lowest-ordP r cavity tnod,.
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Although this model is strictly valid only for a

Poisson distribution, such a distribution is very nearly

gaussian for systems of 10 or more modes and the Doppler-

broadened gain profiles of many gas laser systems should

tend to produce such mode amplitude distributions.

From the point of view of the construction of a

practical system, a more important consideration is that

of resolution, i.e. the number of spot diameters in a

line of scan. The length of a scanned line is approximately

equal to the effective width of the highest-order mode which

will oscillate in the laser. The effective width of a

high-order mode (measured by the distance between the u/

points of the distribution, say) is proportional to the

square root of the order number of the mode. Thus, a large

number of modes is required to achieve moderate resoLution

levels in this kind of operation.

These considerations dictate two requilrements in hLI

choice of laser for use in this systeem . First. the laser

iLst hlave a large spectral. bandwidth to support a hi rg,

number of modeCs of large frequency svp&aratton, s ecold I y.

t hl Iasor must Ibe operIlable il #1 large aperture con r I gurat,),

ToI' meet t hiHo rutrullurtenta anId to ilt4uPrI good -I ntra-cavity

OJ)It CItlI qaLIM It>y W O co tl-tL''t d(it an rotl~gOn- lo amL "r I nigvl mit
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I cm bore diameter. Although this laser has been

described in detail in a previous technical report(2)

we will append a brief description for completeness.

The use of an intra-cavity modulator to lock a small
(3)

set of transverse modes was demonstrated previously.

The modulator action in this case consisted of mechanical

tilting of a plane mirror which formed part of the laser

cavity. Although this tilting action is not precisely

equal to the wavefront dynamics of the mode-locked condition,

it can be shown that if a hermite-gaussian field dis-

tribution is incident onto a tilting mirror, the reflected

field contains sidebands which have the desired spectral

frequencies and spatial distribution:..(4) Strong transverse-

mode coupling should result from the use of such a device,

The strength of the coupling will, of course, depend on

the sideband amplitude which, in turn, is proportional to

thle peak mpilitude of the tilt,

2. MOD)LJIATOIOR DlSIGN

Active' l, on1gitudiLna I. odc. 1-locking of homogeneously alnd

n I itn im)golLotIt lIy Iroad:eId I. aserMs has been NtLUd IV( Vxtu sV I vN ' I Iy

It IsH wLl-Il(fown that thL' dgl-, 0'L of I1lOde-L'OUp hug prOdLICOd

hV t L iI0 I I l tl ICI0 U t 1,11LOI1M be c id tirith y highur for imat 11t.ell lllL'oc
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3
of locking in homogeneous lasers than for inhomogeneous

lasers. Since the argon-ion laser resembles a homogeneously

Broadened system unless the optical cavity is made im-

practically short, we felt that insufficient mode coupling

would result from the use of mechanical mirror vibration

in our system. We chose instead to introduce variable intra-

cavity wavefront tilt by means of an electro-optic prism.

Because the proper construction of the prism appears to

play a pivotal role in the success of the locking experiments

we will discuss our work to date in this area,

In addition to having a high electro-optic figure of

merit, the most important characteristic of an electro-optic

material in our application is good overall optical quality

ovur a moderate aperture. The choice of materials is not

a large one, Although lithium niobate has a high figure o1.

merit and may be obtained in adequate sizes it is susceptible

to partial lIy ro'cr, lbl o,, opt 'Lea ily- induced I. nhomon, 1,r•t1iV,08

especiall.y In Ohe bLuo-gren rog.!lon of thie specL'Irun,

Oprat•i oll oil OI l I mate L i•ll. .it•t e;LtiviILI teLCII)uV aItu'rIs dl Sv! (IA tC,,

t.1h11 dl I f LcuLty to ,I ltage degr'. but one, mu•st Iten be

I I I-( 'l• I to a ý'o Id I nC. t ('2 (C V I t'y III 'r outl r l I I I: rom V I'Iv I) 1 e94 (lleCO

V I(11' 1y t i. 'aUI , I,• v1g' pit•UCC' H ot I I L 11 LuM Ii Obitt itlV e

1.11t hlI-er lt vp II s I Vt.. Thev 111. L v'rnati .1 yev -is to i useit oneo 11he



dihydrogen phosphates. While these materials are highly

resistant to optically-induced damage at room temperature

they suffer from a large solubility in water, making it

difficult to prepare and maintain high-quality optical

surfaces on the crystals. We choose ammonium dihydrogen

phosphate (ADP) for our experiments because of (1) low

cost and (2) the existence cf an in-house optical surfacing

facility.

3. MODULATOR CONSTRUCTION

Our best success to date ini polishing ADP has come from

the use of a standard pitch lap and cerium oxide abrasive

but with a Cluorocarbon fluid used instead of water, 'wvcin

with this procedure we find it difficult to keep the surface

free from numerous fine scratches and simultaneousLy maintaitn

a high surface flatness, In any event, a good stirilaco Is

s0011 dgradecd Upoll eXposure to the gellwral,. iy hullid aili., in

Rochoster* As a rese it we havo tspollt cons ideorable cffort

to d0v Lop -a mothod oL IrOtLVtCL: tIn the crystal surtf'LaCs,

it is ilot yet puss1.iLu to) signi.ficantaLy extevnd the

SUIP\'I L't I I luV 0') h1ydroscopic cr'ystn LS by me~anS o1. VI'YII)i Wll L'd

'iiiI ig's Th Hi%, I(1,017, WU' HIIIHL t .Ii~ ig tLwI Cr1yStla, fh[Lt'0 I II(

(,1lltdl(A wlt:1I "hllldv 01)VL -'4l wlindlows vi, liht, r by Lst td' L'0111,•ll,8



or by immersion in fluids. Because the absorption in optical

cements is normally significant at laser power densities

we began our experiments by contacting quartz windows to

the crystal faces using a thin layer of (silicone) index

matching fluid. While this arrangement yielded initially

high optical quality, the optical homogeneity of the fluid

quickly degraded in the presence of the RF (modulator) drive

field. We reported on the transverse mode locking behavior

observed with the crystal in this configuration and noted

that the apparent resolution of the system was far below

(5)the theoretical expectation. Since then we have in-

vestignted the properties of various optical. cements in

this appl icat-ion.

W4c have encountered either of two principal difficulties

with most optical cements we have tried:

L, Bond rupture and/or bubble-like defects are produced in

tLh film after a brief period of operation Ln close proximity

to hI Iasei~r discharge tube. (Althouglh w, have not confLrmud

it, wo suspect that absorption of UV radiation from the dis-

01h41.rge may be rusponsible). Tnome defects initially provuIit

osc:ilLtLion in woll-structurod transverse modes and eventually

pravont oscillation altogether.

2, Shiverv light ocIatteilg pronts oscillation in well.-

$4
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structured modes. In this case the cemerqts exhibit a turbid

appearance in laser light.

Very recently we have had some success with Kodak

HE-S-i optical cement which appears to b, free of scattering

problems and to have stable bonding properties. However,

as of this report date we have not yet tested the cement

under mode-locked conditions due to a malfunction in some

electronics associated with proper alignment of the modula-

tion equipment. We expect to make this Lest shortly.

4. ADDITIONAL STUDIES

We are beginning a numerical analysis of the mode-

locked field distributions which arise from a non-PoLsson

mode amplitude distribution. In our preliminary expcotimeattaL

observations we noted that under certain condiLions we

would sometimes observe stable amplitude. distributtonis in

which virtually all modes were equal in amplitudu, We do

not; know what tv, expout in the output undur thtoev condi ttons,

tithough we strongly stimpect that if a scanning spot is

obtainicd Lt will not exhibit a constant spat diametor across

the •tiald, This statement is made by snatogy to the pro-

porties of tho harmonio oscillator wave-functionu rn quantum

mochanics.() In tho latter case only the Poissoi diatribution

•4f*S k ~j --
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of modes regults in a wavepacket with a stationary

uncertainty product.

5. CONCLUSION

During the period of 3upport we demonstrated transverse

mode-locking irn a large-bore argon ion laser, We confirmad

that such opkration leads to the production of A scanning

beam from the output of the laser. However, th, experi-

mentally observed resolution of the scanning beam appears

to have ZgLlen short of the theoretically predicted par-

lormance level, The limitation appears to be in the poor

opticaL quality of the intracavity modulatorN used in

the experiments to date. I"urther work on this ••ipuct of

the problem lij continu:Lnn.



APPENDIX: Construct ion of Large0-Bore Ion Laser

The basic construction details of the large-bore

argon ion laser used in the transvers cide-locking

experiments have been given previously.(2) Since that

report we have modified the construction slightly to

facilitate cleaning Brewster windows and to provide

a more reliable water supply to the vacuum seals.

The discharge tube is nade from a 12.5-inch long

beryllium oxide tube with a 0.400 inch bore and an 0.078

inch wall thickness. A pair of brass assemblies are

clamped to the outside wall of the BeO tube approximately

10 inches apart by means of 0-rings. The plates which

bear against these 0-rings carry the pyrex tubes into

which fused quartz Brewster windows are cemented. The

inner side of each brass .ssembly is sealed (by means of

0-rings) to the pyrex water jacket. Previously these brass

assetblies were soldered or cemented to the BeO tube directl.y.

However, we have found the O-ring seals more convenient to

use when servicing the laser. ro aid the vacuum tightness

of the seal we used a fine optical abrasive on the outer BeO

surface before final assembly.
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Excitation of the discharge is by RF power supplied

through a thirteen-turn cadmium plated coil closely

wrapped around the pyrex water jacket. The excitation

coil is water-cooled. Up to 11 KW plate input power at

5 MHz can be developed by the power supply. Nevertheless,

due to the large active volume of gas excited, a rather

low excitation density is achieved. At 11 KW input an

output powe r of 100 mw is obtained. Virtually all of

this energy is at ý=4880R. (With an output mirror

transmission of 2.'.%, we are barely at threshold for

oscillation on the 5145R transition under these conditions.)
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SECTION V -"

FURTHER RESEARCH IN IMAGE-FORMING OPTICS

D. C. Sinclair, J. L. Meyzonnette, and N. Balasubramanian

1. INTRODUCTION

In this part of the research program we have investi-

gated a number of interferometers which utilize moving

fringe patterns to enable one to use ac detector cir-

cuitry rather than dc detector circuitry in the photo-

electric readout for a testing interferometer. We formerly

called such interferometers ac interferometers, but we now

przfer to use the term heterodyne interferometers, since

the generation of the moving fringe patterns can he inter-

preted as a beating together of two optical waveforms.

We have not yet been able to construct a laboratory

model of' a full heterodyne interferometer system, employing

a detector array for readout. In anticipation of being ahle

to build such a system in the future, we have studied a

variety of interferometer configurations which we feel would

be suitable candidates for the optical parts of such systems.

In the early phases of the present investigation, we studied

the use of mechanically moving grating systems as heterodyne

interferometers. A complete report of this work was given in

a previous quarterly progress report, and is included here as

an appendix. More recently we have considered the use of

heterodyne interferometry for vibration analysis, and have

also built and studied a small heterodyne position-sensing

interferometer.

In this report we detail the results of our recent

theoretical investigations and describe some experiments that

we have done on the position-sensing interferometer.
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2. THEORY

Holographic interferometry allows one to compare

a waveform originated at an object, while it is sti'll,

with the waveform given by the object after deformation,

or in vibration. We consider here the case of real time

analysis where thle waveform corresponding to the still.

object is given by the hologrami and thle wavofront corres-

ponding to thle object in mot ion by thle object i tselIf.

We assume that thle hiologram records and reconstructs

faithfully thle wvave fronts coming from the objeoct and we

do not take into account the shirinkage of thle plate, or

noise due to thle photographlic process.

Cons ide r t ho a rrangoemnt shown in F igu re 27 . Wli i 1 c

thle ohjecct is nlot inl Tmot ion, thle hol~ograml wil11 record:

I = [A 0(x,y,z) + R(x'y'z)]2

During thle reconlstruct i onl stage w i th thle samle refereceic

beam, thle hiologrnim will g ive rise to A 0and AI( '0Z

corre:.;porilding to thle doefo rmed Object.

Followvinig Sten Wa~ll s' anal ys is wec trieat the diffuse.-

Ily rc fl1ec tcd amp ti itude s A( o r A1I as real i zatiolls of a Corn1-

plex Val. jab]. 0 such that12

E[A0  F"[A 1) o (
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FIGURE 27

RELATION OF OBJECT WAVE AND DEFORMEiD

OBJECT WAVE IN A HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEtROMPITER
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Hence, at any point in space, the total intensity is the

result of a 2 wave-interference, so that if A = A1 + A2 ,

then:

I = AA

= AIA1 + A2 A2 + A*A2 + AIA 2

The ensemble average of the intensity is:

E[I] -I:[A A1j + 1:[A*A ], .+i[A A2 ] , i_[A A

Using the conventional notation:

12 2 I!['\2A2]

r • I[A*Az
1' HAiA 2

1 2

we get the expression for the total intensity:

I = I1 + I2 + 2/vTj• Wycos6

As usual in 2 beam interferometry, we define the visibility

of fringes as follows:
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V max " Imin-

Imax min 2

In order to evaluate the phase difference 6, and to

determine the areas of localization of the fringes, J. C.

Vienot 3 has shown that one could use the concept of

homologous rays with profit, in case of object motion.

Karl Stetson4 has extended the concept in order to include

object deformation as well.

To introduce the concept of homologous rays or fields,

one expands the field reflected from the object into its

angular spectrum:

A (r) = f_ "a(k_)Nl (_)e i-k'!dk_

0(k) characterizes the aperture of the observation system,

so that:

OW 1 when k <-
. =0 otheriise

Hence, the previous equation can be written as:

Al(X,yz) = 4+c0 (kx ky)Nl(kx ky)e i(kxx + k y + kz Z) dk
Cy dkyx
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In the same way, one considers the field diffraction by

the object after deformation:

A (r) = ff2(k)e ik_'rdk

Provided some assumptions are made about the deformation1

one can write:

N,(k) . = N (k)e

where q L(k,r) is given by:

S(k_,z) -= [ki(k,r) - k -.d(ko ,r)

k. represents the incident wave propagation vector, d

represents the displacement of the surface at any given

point, as shown in Figure 28.

The concept of homologous rays is val:id only for

small aperture systems, so that, inside 0, the vector k

can be written as:

k = k0 + K

where k0 is directed along the line QP and { 0 0
IL•I << IkoI

"! ,



FIGURE 28

ILLUSTRATING VARIABLES USED TO
DESCRIBE HOMOLOGOUS RAYS
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Then, the phase difference in the direction k is related

to the phase difference along the main direction k 0 by:

(k, L(ko' - d_(kO,r) + LAZ,(ko,r)I'k

Ak0
where AZ(ko,r) = -, i.e., the change in the unit vector

along the viewing direction introduced by the deformation

of the object and L = z/kzo.

IIomologous rays are useful to help find the area of

localization of the fringes, which is given by stating

that the phase variat~ion (Sý L within the aperture be mini-

mized inside the aperture,

d41

as shown in Figure 29.

Sten Walles shows that the area of localization is

at the intersection of the bundle of homologous rays inside

the aperture.

Considering that the illuminating source is at

infinity so that k is independent of the coordinates of'

Q, one may approximate the phase difference between two

homologous rays as being:

(x* k di k.d - k_]
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FIGURE 29

ILLUSTRATING HOMOLOGOUS RAYS
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and the intensity in the area of localization is of the

form:

I = I10i + COSýL]

If we want a unique determination of the displacement d,

we need its three components Ax, Ay, Az. By choosing 3

difforent viewing directions, as shown in Figure 30, we

gt 3 equations:

~Ll ii-[K LO,

'ýL2 = K -ý K 2]

ýL3 = [d -Ik k03

By counting how many fringes pass by when the direction

chaanges, for example for k 01 to k 02 then from k 02 to k 03

and Irom k'O1 to k03, one can write:

,Ll -L2 -- L-02  --0 1

Ll - L3 L0K3 -oll

ýL2 - ýL3 d' £D0 3 - 02l
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FIGURE 30

ILLUSTRATING THE WAVE VECTORS USED

TO DESCRIBE OBJECT DISPLJACEMENTS
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One sees that it is impossible to determine uniquely a

given displacement, since two deformations of equal ampli-

tude, but of opposite directions would give the same result.

The precision on the measuromont depends upon the. precision

obtained on k 12 ) k, k 23. If the directionsk,, 2' 0

are not very different from each other, the numbers k 12,

k 13, k 23 are usually small and thc relative precision on

them is poor.

One of the methods most often used in vil)rat ion (analysis

is to take the hologram of the object while in iniot ion.

aol lowing Goodman , one Can consider then the hal ograml as a

temporal El iter:

At each point oif the plate , the exposuire is

E(x ,y) = [Ix ytJI 2

where IH-(x,y,t)I = irradiance distribution

T = exposure time

The lum~inous amplitude in the piano of the hologram is

II(x'y't) = R~x'y) + O(x'Y't)

if R (x,y) is the reference wave, independent of time and

O(x,y,t) is the wave scattered from the abject in motion.
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E~x~) E+ E R~~y)ýT/2r/2
R ES~y = +E+ XY)T/20 (x,y,t)dt + R (x Y) LT/ 2 0 ( xpyt)dt

*Considering only the last term, giving thc primary imarge,

we get:

T/ 2rr13 1x .y (xY)- fT/ 2OOxxyy 0 dt,

we use Parsoval 's TPheoremi to got:

x cnccT ~'s i 1c(Ir vT) 0(x ,Y v dv V

The Ue OftiIIQ aV1'agý)3 110log rphy I S

u,;fulforstdyiil scllatory mat ions . Conisiderhig the

cLisc of a siius5i time cepoiidonce , the object wivu

Call be Written as follows:

O(XYt (,~ ý0(x,yt) 0 ikasiim(t

whose F'ourier transform is:
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G(x,y,v) = O0 (x,y)f00 e0 ksiw e 2rvtdt

= 0 0 (x,y)e ffO 4- cos(kasinwt)e -7itd t

+~ 21rrivt
+ i0 0 x ~ 0 +- in(kasi.nwt)c (It

Using thc expressions:

Cos (kasinwt) J0 (ka) + 2 E J (ki) sin2nwt.
n12n

sj~n(kas~i.nwt) =2 1 2 1 (ka) sin[ (2ii+1)wt'j
1n=0

we got:

which g i vs the to I low in1g express i.o1 fo r the Im L it udc 0Ci

the rimairy' illiag e

= 'R 0~ ()x , y) aL J(L)sn (-,

In the particular case where the exposure time T hs IIuch71

la rgcer than the period of the vi brat ion ( i a *, T > >

S11 inc is very small for all n except n =0, and thIiLen
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,I
most of the contribution to E comes from the n = 0 term:

p

Ep =TR 00e 0 J 0 (ka)

The domain of application of the time average method as

described above is limited to a certain range of vibrations

amplitudes: because J 0 (ka) > 0.9 for ka < 0.6, the intensity

will stay almost uniform across the image as long as the

displacement is smaller than:

ka < 0.6 -> a < X/10

On the other hand, the method is not useful when thc

vibration gets larger than about 1OX, because then the Bessel

function has dropped down so much that it easily butried in

the noise of the hologram and one sees only a uniform, gray

image. Hence, one can conclude that the method is applitcable

only for displacements between these two limits

X/1.0 < a • 10l

looking at the expression for the intensity:

* 22 2 2
E) p R 20I0 (ka)

onc sees that the relative phase ý 0(x,y) of the vibration at

each point has disappeared, so that it is impossible to map

the phase of the object in vibration.
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One can extend the method to real tiirae interferometry,

by taking the hologram of the static object and replacing

it at the same position. By reconstructing the object wave

so that its amplitude is the same as the one from the object

in vibration, one finds that the intensity in the fringe

pattern is:

I (x,y,t) = 2 [A(x,y)] 2 [l-cos rka(x,y,t)J]

The - sign comies from the fact that there is a phase s;hift

of 7t between actual and reconstructed waves [see Ref. (5)

P.442].

lience obseirving thle fringes w-ithl an averaging type of' do-

tector (eye, or camera) will 'i oldI the following intonsity:

< I>= 2\(xy)J l/ 1'[1-caska(x,y,t)]dt

2 fA(x,y)] [ii 1(,(k)]

Thi.s meithiod pro's ents thle saile (li sadvait age as thle t imie-

average technique, i.c. e*, i.t does not give any infoi-iiat ion

about the relat ive phases or dliffeorent points onl the object,

and the contrast 01. thle fringes driops down as the amp1itudeI

of thc vibrations gets larger thian several waveiengthsas

shiown in Figure 31.
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FIGURE 31

INTENSITY VARIATION VERSUS

OBJECT DISPLACEMENT
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In order to track precisely the motion of each area

on the object, we consider the light reflected from the

object as being Doppler shifted in frequency. By mixing

this shifted signal with the carrier provided by the

hologram of the static object, it is possible to map the

amplitude and phase of a displaced or vibrating object.

Optical heterodyne detection is a very sensitive tool

to determine object motions, and i.s widely used, for

example in laser D)oppler velocimetry. We can apply its

principles to holographic interferometry in a "heterodyne,

holographic system."

We consider only the calse of real time .int.erferometry,

in which we make the hologram of the static object with

light of frequency v0 , as shown in ligure 32. After process-

ing, we reconstruct the reference wave with a sl.i ght ly

dif Ferent frequency v1 = ')+ ( Av 0( while the object is st~i 11

ill.uminated with the same Frequency v0.

This method has been used by Neumann et al . , and

Aleksof* 0,7 'for the study of vibrating objects. The phase

of the reference beam is modula teod during the reconst ruction,

a.ter the hologram of the stati.c object has been made. The

fI:requency of modulation is the same as the forequency of the

vilbrating object, so that the reconstructed wave can be

written as

i[(,t + 0r(t)lrU Ar (x, y) e
r r
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FI GURE,' 32

EXPEiRIME~NTAL ARRANGE•MENT t;'OR A

Ii'llFURODYNE HtOLOGRAPHIC SYSTE]M
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where

Sr 0 trO + kA rCos(t + r)

The waveform originating at the object itself is

i[wt + 00 (x,y,t)]
Eobject AO(x,y)e

00 = 00 + kA0 (Xy)cos[[Qt + (po(X'y)]

A0 (x,y) represents the amplitude of vibration of each

point of the object, and o0(x,y) is its phase. By 'adjusting

the intensity of the reference beam, one can make

ar (x ,y) ca 0 (x,y) in order to get fringes having a maximum

contrast.

Hence the total intensity in the fringe pattern can be

written as

I(x,y,t) = a0  [I + coS()o Or)]

a211 + coS[8o0 oro + k{A cos(Qt + 1r)

A A0 cos(,t + 0)1]
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If we observe the fringe pattern with a detector having a

large averaging time constant compared to the period of

the vibration, we get the following average intensity:

< I(x,y) > = 1/TfTI(x,y,t)dt

Since T >> --

< I(xy) > a 0 211 + J 0 (kA)cOs(6 0 0 "0r 0 ) I

where

kA k[A0 2 + A 2A A rcosq

The intensity is at a peak, if:

kA 0

C = 0
00 r0

That means that all the points vibrating in phase and with

the same amplitude as the mirror in the reference beam will

exhibit a maximum intensity. Everywhere else, the intensity

will be given by:

I(x,y) = a 0 2[l + Jo{kAo[1-cos(ý 0 - 1tr)1l/2}cos(o00( Ore)]

row I i



By this means, one can draw a contour of all the points

vibrating in phase and with the same amplitude. A precision

of about 50 in determination of the phase has been reported.

The choice in the modulation of the reference beam is

arbitrary and one is not limited to a sinusoidal one. In

fact, one might choose a triangular, saw-tooth, or constant
8

shift modulation.

Let us consider that the reference beam is shifted in

frequency by an amount Av0 constant in time. Hence, the

amplitude reconstructed by the hologram and corresponding

to the virtual image is:

i(~ 0 "+ W0 )t

Preconstructed =.Iobj ect(,,y)e

If the object itself is displaced or in vibration, the light

reflected from it is Doppler shifted by the amount:

Aw(x,y,t) = v(x,y,t)-n

0

where

^ k
l - •is the unit vector along the viewing direction.

If we use a detector fast enough to respond to signals of

frequencies [Aw 0 - Aw], we have to consider the characteristics
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of heterodyne detection. The output of the detector is

written as:

Idetector = ffarea ofl ui(X y )e (W0 + Aw)t

detector
' ' i + Awo)t,

2(x ,y )e 0 I dx dy

u( if t2

fA{Iul(x Y )1 2 + 1u2 (x' ,y )1 2 }dx dy

+ 2 ReffAu 1 2(Aw 0 - Aw)tdx dy

Considering only the term at frequency (Aw0 - Aw), we

get:

* i(Aw - )t dx'dy'
ihet(t) 2Ref e 0

Instead of integrating over the area of the detector, we

integrate over the aperture of the hologram, and recall

that:

K u ei(k_
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where d is the displacement of the object area imaged onto

the detector.

i ht(t) '2'ull Reff area of e i[i - k).d + (Awo AW)t~dA

hologram

One finds that the output intensity of the detector is

proportionall to:

I~ Iot) (-7----)cos [(Awe)( - Aw)t + (ki. - k).d]

I'or a g~ivonl di spilicemenit d zalong tile z axis. Ifence , the

.ins tantancous Ifroquoncy of th is signal. depecnds only onl the

speeod of' the vi brat ing object , and its instanitineous phase

dep~ends onl.y onl its displacemlenlt.

BY pulttingý; anl aI'ay Of? do to CtorS ill thle i mago p1,1110 o f

thle Object. or 0 i the(, local izat ion a rca as shown in

F1)Ii gur 33 , wt. can sample the relative phases.- and displace -

melits of' smnall areas onl thle objeoct compar,11ing their. 17r -

(Ilwnlie "Ill ad phases to those of* a s ignaI' chosenl as a

I, Fe Len Q o101 . The douh .e wa0 Wvo1l en gtlh Sourl'( ecould he0 ob t a i. ne

by Z1,eiiman s~l.itting of' a laser- light., or, by electiro-opt ical

modulati~on fCor oxampl11)e !3aW-tOOthl 11odUlit-ion1] of a laser-

beaml. The aIdvantages of., this me-thod a1t0 thle followin1g:

1) Voery prlod so phase mleasure-menit in thle fr-inge patter~n,

Coiiipei i-od to the c-ase of plotgapicrcor-ding of still
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FIGURE 33

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR FULL-FIELD

VIEWING OF A HETE3RODYNE INTERFEROGRAM
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fringes, for example. This gives in turn a much better

quantitative measurement of displacements and relative

phases on the object.

2) The method is particularly valuable for very small

displacements, where the sensitivity of usual methods

gets very bad. This precision can be obtained by the

use of the "coincidence logic circuits."

3) Easier information processing through the use of

mini-computers.
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3. EXPERIMENT

We have extended the insight that we have recently

gained into holographic interferometry to develop a

heterodyne position-sensing interferometer. This inter-

ferometer can be used to letect the position of a diffuse

surface, by measuring thu heterodyne signal generated

when a hologranhically reconstructed spherical wave is

interfered with a quasi.-spherical wave reflected from a

diffuse object.

The iarrangement of the inter terometer is il.1ustrated

in Figure 34, and a photograph of the apparatus used iis

shown in Fi.gure 35. The hoiogram .is made while th, pha s;e

modulator PI is stationary. It is then devel.Ol)ed and re-

placed approximately in o i.t:i.on. If' both arms of the

interferomcter are then illumi anated, one sees, when looking

through the hologram, two quasi-point sources of light.

The alignment of these sources is comparat ively easy. When

the s..Itrces are close to being alligned, an inter ference

pattern results behind the hologram which looks like that

shown ill Figure 36. However, when the two sources are

exactly aligned, the pattern degenerates into one where the

Fringes have no preferred direction, such as shown in Figure

37. When the pat tern shown 1i.n FVi gu re 37 is observed, the

phase modulator can be turned, on and the heterodyne signal

arising from the beating of the Doppler-shi[ted reference

wave and the direct signal wave can be observed. T[his signal

is ' maximum when the reconstruction of the holographic
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FIGURE 35

APPARATUS USED FOR THE POSITION

SENSING HETERODYNE INTERFEROMETER
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FIGURE 36

INTERFEROGRAX CORRESPONDING TO

PROBE BEAM DISPLACEMENT
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FIGURE 37

INTERFEROGRAM CORRroPONDING TO

PROBE BEAM COINCIDENCE
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point source falls exactly on the illuminated point on the

diffused surface.

The accuracy of this device as an interferometer is

lower than that of conventional optical interferometers,

because it is limited effectively by the focal depth of

the hologram. It is thus expected that the interferometer

will be used for sensing the position of diffuse objects

to an accuracy of from 1 to 10 micrometers. We are

currently in the process of studying the characteristics

and limitations of this interferometer, and hope to report

the details shortly.
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APPENDIX .. .... . . . .1 .... , I... .

AC INTERFEROMETER STUDIES

During the past quarter, we have investigated several

procedures for coiistructing an AC grating interferometer.

Most of our work has been concentrated on the optical-

mechanical design of a moving-grating system, particularly
'I

on the production of lob-frequency 1 •ings suitable for

such systems.

The AC grating interferometer is based upon the

Classical Ronchi Test, but in a way that would allow a

more rapid treatment of the data by means of a minicomputer.

As seen in Figure 38, the Ronchi test gives rise to a

fixed fringe pattern which is usually recorded photographi-

cally, then analyzed.

In our experiment, the ruling is translated uniformly

across the axis zz', which causes the fringes to sweep along

the image plane, where they can be recorded by a photoelec-

tronic imaging device, such as silicon diode array, vidicon

tube, etc.

As a first approach to the problem, consider that the

receiver is an array of detectors feeding their electrical

output into a selective amplifier tuned to the frequency f

(for example, f 0 =lOOOHz). The linear speed of the ruling
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will have to be such that:
£o

V 0 mm/s
f

x
if f is the spatial frequency of the ruling in mm1 .

Each detector of the array gives an electrical output,

the relative phase of which depends only on the position of the

detector and the aberrations of the systems S. What we have

to do is to measure the phases of all these detectors as

accurately as possible in order to reconstruct the fringe

pattern from which we can deduce the characteristics of the

optical system.

I. Possible Means of Translating the Ruling

A. Radial grating

The first means we have thought of has been to use a

radial grating centered on a rotating disc. This would be

the simplest way, but presents the disadvantage that the

spatial frequency is not constant over the aperture, which

introduces additional fringes from the beating of the variable

frequencies.

For example, taking the following data:

aprture Smm x 5mm
rulding 10 lines/mm } 50 fringes

we would get c beat fringe if:

Af 1 =AR

f 50 R Rmin - 250mm.
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In order to avoid this, the radius of the disc should be

several times Rmin; it would be enormous.

B. Translation of linear ruling

The ruling could be translated back and forth by some

kind of cam (large displacements, corresponding to coarse

rulings) or piezoelectric crystals (very fine rulings).

But in order to get a precise measurement of phases,

we feel that we should register the sinusoidal outiuts of

the detectors over a relatively large number of periods.

This rules out the PZ crystal and also the mechanical cam;

for example: ruling 2 lines/mm the linear speed should be

around 50 cm/s.

C. Rotation of linear ruling

In this method, which we have chosen as a starting point,

the ruling is set on uniform rotation by a drum. In order to

get a large number of periods, even with gratings having

spatial frequencies of 1 line/mm, we make its circumfer%.nce

as long as 40cm (which would allow us to measure the phase of

each point over 400 periods per revolution for such a ruling).

This method introduces some curvature of field in the direction

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the ruling. It is

not important, though, as long as the aperture of the imaging

lens L is kept very small (for example, a square of 5mmix 5mm).
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See Figule 39 for lgnoral doscription of the interferometer.

II. Making of the Rulings

We have attempted several methods to make gratings

about 40 to 50 cm long, and £roi, 7 to 15 mm wide.

A. Stroboscope and drum coimira

This has been used to make low frequency rulings

(about 2 lines/inm•,

Set up: See Figure (it,

The object slit (10cm x 4mm) is imaged onto the film

after' a reduction ill magni ficittion by 1Sx. This method could

give good results if tile corios motor on the drum camera was

repliaced by a synchronous motor,

Another drawback comes frum the fact that the output

of the Strobotac is not countant in time. 'Thore is an

intenUIPity' modulatioll of about 10 to 20$ which app1ears on the

fiC r aftoer processilng, oven though It is a high contrast film,

B. Micholeuon Interforometer and drum cameoa

Set up: See l'0 igure 4 1,

By adJu tingi the volta•li of the geneirator such that the

total displacement of N12 i s X , the power output varies as

(t) * u 41cos 2 4-i A

I (t - , .1o

S. ... " ... P~ w''• r;___-___,_ . ..__ --___-___________,__._____"'____________"_ ... .,, ....... ",,,.-, -. e
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The line given by the cylindrical lens was 10cm x o.lmm

and was imaged through the same demagnification of 15x

as before.

This method could have given much higher spatial

frequencies than th6 first one, since we could drive the

Piezoelectric crystal up to 20 times faster than the

strobotac. The results were not satisfactory, though,

because of the unstability of the mirror M2 , which resulted

in a non-uniform modulation of the beam.

C. Interference

Finally we have used the interference from

2 point sources. See Figure 42.

In space, the equi-phase surfaces are hyperboloids

whose intersection with the plane of the film gives

hyperbolas. See Figure 43.

The distance between two consecutive fringes is:

d -

sin a

if do is the spacing at P0, the spacing at any point P is:

d = do/cos 3 € cos

if ý and kp are two of the spherical coordinates of P with

respect to 0. In our case, Po0 P <<OPo, so:

d =do(l+ 3j2) (1 +J2)

2 2
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The length of the ruling being not more than 50cm and its

width not more than lcm,

d - d0 < 3 25 2 3

0

Conclusion

In Figures 44, 45, and 46, we show three contact prints

of the rulings we have made originally on 16mm high contrast

films (Kodak Tri-X). Their spatial frequencies are 1.8, 5,

and 18 lines/mm. Even for the lower spatial frequency the

maximum transmission is not higher than 0.5 because the

density of the base itself in such a film is between 0.1 and

0.2.
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FIGURE 44

1.8 LINES/MM GRATING
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FIGURE 45

5 LINES/MM GRATING
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FIGURE 46

18 LINES/MM GRATING
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